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Abstract
With electric vehicles on the verge of receiving widespread adoption in the coming decades, this
thesis explores cultural distinctions created by electric car companies and their owners. The
findings detail exactly how environmental communication strategies are utilized by two specific
electric vehicle manufacturers—Nissan and Tesla—and how each company’s strategy segments
audiences based on taste, style, and preference. Textual analyses of recent video, billboard, and
social media ads from each company highlight the ways in which Nissan and Tesla are nuanced
and discerning in identifying with their respective target audiences. For both companies,
conspicuous conservation—an appeal to consumers who wish to flaunt their wealth through a
public display of environmental concern—is manifested, but in ways that match their class
demographics. Nissan targets the middle class while Tesla targets the upper middle and upper
classes. Examining these distinctions not only provides insight into early adopters of electric
vehicles but also suggests that advertisers use environmental communication differently based on
class.
Keywords: distinction, class, environmental communication, conspicuous conservation
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Electric Cars, Environmental Communication, and Cultural Distinction
The automobile is a floating signifier. Cars have been articulated with family, nature,
adventure, and a myriad of other values. As cars have evolved, external perceptions of car
ownership have evolved and become much more subtle, including among high-end luxury car
brands. Going beyond performance metrics and visual differentiation, cars in the last couple
decades have fundamentally changed their means of propulsion. Hybrid and electric cars started
to gain a foothold in the early 1990s when the California Air Resources Board enacted
California’s Zero-Emission Vehicle program, attempting to eventually phase out the traditional
internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicle (Bedsworth & Taylor, 2007, p. 1). This creates yet
another source of distinction in relation to vehicular ownership. This paper explores those
distinctions, especially in relation to automobile advertising.
Electric vehicles have a stalwart set of devotees. Cultural jargon such as PEV (plug-in
electric vehicle) highlights the opposition to the longstanding idea of the ICE. Much like the
allure to a specific brand, electric car ownership has become a form of cult-like consumerism in
recent years. As Klein (2002) deduces, advanced branding does not attempt to “sponsor” the
culture; the brand is trying to “be” the culture (p. 30). Events around the country, like the Nissansponsored National Plug In Day, have focused specifically on gathering electric car owners
together to spread the word about electric vehicles to newcomers (“Nissan Supports National
Plug In Day,” 2011). Like other industries dealing with leading-edge technology, early adopters
of electric cars have been known to passionately publicize electric vehicle benefits (Kurylko,
2014). Likewise, advocacy campaigns are one of the most important factors in ushering in the
era of electric vehicles, along with the development of alternative transport systems (e.g. electric
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car sharing) and electric car incentives (Cherubini, Iasevoli, & Michelini, 2015, p. 45). Electric
car owners make up only a fraction of all car owners, but electric cars actually have a long
history prior to the current environmental movement.
In recent years, electric cars have become associated with the environment. Electric cars
date back as far as the 19th century with non-rechargeable batteries (May, 2010, p. 51), but the
idea of saving the environment is a relatively new one. Earth Day, carbon emissions, and climate
change are now common vernacular, but these terms have been built up over time. Even the legal
mandates for electric cars that originated in California during the early 1990s were firmly
grounded within the EPA and pollution reduction (Johnson, 1996, p. 157A). Research has
corroborated an increased global emphasis on the environment in the past several decades
(Greenberg, 2001, p. 560; Bloom, 1995, p. 357) that has now permeated everyday life in objects
as commonplace as school textbooks (Bromley, Meyer, & Ramirez, 2011, p. 533). As
environmentalism became mainstream, electric cars became associated with a utopian world sans
pollution.
The ideals of environmentalism have transcended class boundaries, but electric cars are
still pricier than comparable ICE vehicles. The distinctions of luxury ICE cars and the economics
of early adopters converge with electric vehicle ownership. Electric cars still maintain a
substantial economic barrier to entry based on price alone, even with government incentives. The
price barrier is obvious for high-end electric cars like the Tesla Model S, but is also present in
the more affordable Nissan Leaf. The limited range on the Leaf is a consumer concession when
placed beside a comparable ICE vehicle and its lower price tag. As such, like with high-end
sports or performance cars, the barrier to entry of cost alone continues to be a distinction for
electric cars. Since price influences ability to own, advertisers communicate to a target audience
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based on assumptions of affluence; owners then respond and choose their car based on public
image.
Two Levels of Communication
There are two levels of communication in disseminating electric vehicle personas. First, the
car company delineates where and how their car is used, as depicted in corporate-sponsored
imagery. The company’s communication strategy in part dictates consumer reaction and
subsequent consumer behavior. In a competitive marketplace, companies use advertising to
communicate product use cases. In the case of Tesla, which uses social media as a main
communication outlet, places like Twitter also constitute marketing. Consumers receive the
messages in advertisements, and as a response, they pick up on class cues and respond
accordingly through their purchase decisions.
Just as the car company communicates through advertising, the consumer communicates
through purchasing power. The capitalistic model of the economy permits free choice at the
individual level, and consumption has become a highly visible form of communicating not only
brand preference, but also socioeconomic status. As Bourdieu (1984) points out, “Consumption
is, in this case, a stage in a process of communication, that is, an act of deciphering, decoding,
which presupposes practical or explicit mastery of a cipher or code” (p. 2). Communicating
through action, in this case consumerism, is a communication channel that arises out of the
cultural predispositions that naturally surround us. Both the advertiser and consumer
communicate meaning for the electric car, and these two forms of communication are clearly
visible through the real-world examples of Nissan and Tesla.
Nissan and Tesla
As real-world electric vehicle makers, this paper focuses on the communication strategies
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of Nissan and Tesla. Both companies manufacture fully-electric PEV’s, yet at the same time the
two organizations are distinguished by their respective sales strategies, PEV price points, and
communicatory appeals to consumers. Selected advertisements are highlighted that support
environmental communication as an overarching theme in appealing to prospective electric car
customers. Rhetorical scholars Brown and Herndl (1996) elucidate the power of environmental
rhetoric thus: “Certainly environmental rhetoric is powerful because it allows rhetors to
manipulate the world to suit their interests. But environmental rhetoric is also powerful because
it makes rhetors members of powerful social groups, and in doing so it helps create their social
identity” (p. 215). On one level, both Nissan and Tesla utilize environmental communication to
undergird their product as a sustainable path to the future. Simultaneously, each company
distinguishes itself through its respective social identity. Differing social identities emerge in the
approaches of environmental communication integration within each company’s overall
communication campaign. Nissan and Tesla each use environmental communication to advertise
an electric car, but the disparity in their price points suggests differences in how each company
approaches its customer. After analyzing the ads that led me to this conclusion, I discuss the
contextual framework that explains how classes are identified through environmental
communication.
Method
To identify the environmental communication strategies of contemporary electric car
companies, I selected a number of Nissan and Tesla ads from the last five to six years. I have
selected ads in which environmental appeals are present, and these ads are then dissected to
identify certain environmental appeals that repeatedly make appearances in today’s green
marketing. While I could have selected advertisements prior to 2010, selections from 2010
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onward depict the current epoch of electric car marketing as electric vehicle competition started
to heat up. From 2012 to 2014, the total market share of PEV’s increased from 0.71% to 1.25%
(Zhou et al., 2015, p. 787). As a corollary to market share, the number of different PEV models
available increased from 4 in 2011 to 16 in 2014 (Zhou et al., 2015, p. 787). The Nissan Leaf
debuted in 2010, while the Model S entered production in 2012 (“Nissan Starts Assembling Leaf
Electric Car,” 2010; “Tesla Model S Hitting the Road,” 2012). Environmental communication
became clearly identifiable in both Tesla’s and Nissan’s ads as they differentiated themselves
from the incumbent ICE vehicle.
Nissan and Tesla are the two leading electric vehicle manufacturers in the U.S. As of 2014,
the Nissan Leaf and Tesla Model S remained the two leading fully-electric vehicle manufacturers
in the United States by number of vehicles sold. Since market introduction in the U.S., Nissan
has sold more than 42,000 Leafs and Tesla has sold nearly 22,000 Model S sedans, as of 2014
(Zhou et al., 2015, p. 787). (The Chevy Volt actually supersedes the Nissan Leaf and Tesla
Model S by cumulative unit sales (Zhou et al., 2015, p. 787), but unlike Nissan and Tesla, the
Chevy Volt contains a hybrid rather than fully-electric drivetrain. In order to maintain
consistency in environmental appeals, I chose to analyze Nissan and Tesla since they are the two
leading fully-electric vehicle manufacturers in the U.S.) As of this writing, with Tesla widely
classified as a luxury vehicle maker due to their current price points, the selection of these two
companies also provides an opportunity to look at differences in environmental communication
appeals based on market demographics. Though only two companies in a field of increasing
competition, Nissan and Tesla have been selected as the subjects of this study due to their fullyelectric offerings, leading production numbers, and contrasting target markets.
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The ads analyzed in this study come from several different sources, but each one relates
to the environmental theme. Coloribus, an advertising database partner of the University of
Minnesota, offers a selection of Nissan Leaf ads germane to this project. Because Tesla avoids
the term “advertising” altogether (Reinecke, 2014, p. 86-87), I have gathered the Tesla marketing
instances from various online sources. The Tesla ads typically make an appearance directly on a
consumer-facing website (e.g. YouTube or Twitter). Whenever possible for visual
advertisements, including motion picture examples, the respective ads have either been placed in
text or a representative screenshot has been placed in text for the reader’s convenience. As a
qualitative analysis, this paper disregards the more quantitative approach to green advertising
appeals and instead hones in on an in-depth semiotic analysis of each instance of environmental
communication. The provided ads are meant to be as representative as possible of each
company’s respective environmental communications strategy. Each ad reveals how Nissan and
Tesla represent their respective product line in the midst of contemporary environmentalism.
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Analysis

Figure 1: 2011 New York Auto Show Ad for the Nissan Leaf
Source: http://www.coloribus.com.ezp3.lib.umn.edu/adsarchive/outdoor/nissan-leafsmokeboard-14326655/
During the 2011 New York International Auto Show, Nissan created an animated billboard
with a giant tailpipe spewing out fake car exhaust. Beside the tailpipe a second billboard panel
displayed the “100% electric, zero-tailpipe Nissan Leaf.” The ad made an appearance during a
show that pits car manufacturers against one another, so Nissan had a motive to distinguish their
electric vehicle from the competition. Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect of the advertisement
comes about in how they chose to differentiate themselves from traditional car manufacturers.
The company could have chosen to show the ease with which the Nissan Leaf could be plugged
in to charge; they could have mentioned the reliability of an all-electric drivetrain, like so many
other ads have done. Instead, in an effort to increase the salience of carbon emissions, the
company decided to emulate a gas pipe, which has become a rhetorical symbol for the ICE. In an
extension from the ICE to its impact on the environment, the tailpipe signifies the amount of
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exhaust put out collectively each day by non-electric vehicles. As the billboard itself lays out two
choices for the consumer to choose from, the dichotomy of either using electricity or gas plays
into the decision-making process of the consumer. In a discussion about creating effective green
marketing, Polonsky (2011) explains that “to be truly transformational, the costs need to be
assigned to all parties in the supply chain (i.e., consumers and producers)” (p. 1315). Effective
green marketing should represent the environmental cost of a particular product, and
accountability needs to, at least in part, be put onto the consumer. The billboard from Nissan
highlights the contrast between battery power and gasoline, and the company leaves the choice
of drivetrain in the hands of the consumer.
Since electric vehicles still comprise the minority of vehicles in the United States (Zhou et
al., 2015, p. 787), advertising exploits the opportunity for owners to set precedent and set an
example for others through vehicle purchasing decisions. The Nissan billboard makes a case for
an electric vehicle over a conventional ICE vehicle; in doing so, Nissan incorporates
environmental communication into their ad by placing explicit qualifiers within their ad copy.
Phrases including “100% electric” and “zero-tailpipe” refer to concepts that were not as
culturally important 100 years ago. Today, “100% electric” implies that other alternative-fuel
vehicles, like hybrid vehicles, only half-heartedly attempt to change one’s carbon footprint.
The Nissan Leaf billboard offers two options for the consumer to respond to: Either we go
all electric, or we stick with the status quo of gas-propelled vehicles. In looking at the ad copy,
the ad makes a side-by-side parallel using Cialdini’s persuasion principle of scarcity. Cialdini, an
academic researcher and scholar on the science of persuasion, developed a set of six principles of
persuasion. Cialdini (2001) defines scarcity, the principle applicable to the Nissan Leaf ad, as
framing “offers not in terms of what people stand to gain but in terms of what they stand to lose
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if they don’t act on the information” (p. 78). On the one hand, the auto show has “over 1,000”
gas-driven cars, “but only one 100% electric zero-tailpipe Nissan Leaf.” The marketers could
have chosen to frame electric vehicles as a plentiful industry with a slew of choices to choose
from, since any electric vehicle purchase—regardless of brand—would help eliminate tailpipe
emissions. Instead, with the use of what Cialdini deems “loss language,” the consumer must
consider how a missed opportunity could impact their car purchasing decision. Therefore, as a
conclusion to the advertisement, the Nissan Leaf is framed as the one and only choice for
consumers at the auto show who wish to act upon their desire to reduce their individual
environmental impact.
At the micro level of the visual communication that takes place within the ad, one can see a
distinct difference in how the two panels contrast one another. On the left, the giant carbonemitting tailpipe emerges as the dominant figure within the overall image. In tandem with the
animated artificial exhaust, the hazardous waste of internal combustion engines is hard to miss as
receivers decode the message. As a blatant antithesis, not only is the tailpipe absent on the
Nissan Leaf, as pointed out textually, but the entire vehicle is showcased rather than just a single
attribute like its tailpipe and symbolic carbon emissions.
Delving in even further, the color selection on both panels turns out to be a discrete
decision by Nissan. Since the advertisement made its appearance in New York City, we must
evaluate the color choices based on the expected group of the passersby who would witness the
ad. A cross-cultural study on color choice from Aslam (2006) reveals a spectrum of colors and
their meanings based on cultural connotations, and the Anglo Saxon meaning of yellow
correlated to jealousy, while the Anglo Saxon meaning of blue was more dignified, relating to
high quality, masculine, and corporate aesthetics (p. 19). Other studies on color preferences
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likewise corroborate the rank order of preference of colors, with yellow being less-desired on the
hue spectrum and blue being more desired (Kauppinen-Raisanen, 2014; Funk & Ndubisi, 2006;
Madden, Roth, & Hewett, 2000). Details as subliminal as color choice start to create feelings for
an environmentally-friendly product.
Through copy selection, color choices, and visual presentation, the billboard frames the
Nissan Leaf as a solution by distinguishing itself from other electric cars. Amidst the various ICE
vehicles available to consumers, the Nissan Leaf makes a statement around its lack of a tailpipe.
The tailpipe represents the maleficence of carbon emissions, which have become a despised
cornerstone in today’s environmental movement. The Nissan billboard puts electric vehicles in
direct opposition against the ICE, and it appeals to an audience who longs for a cleaner future.

Figure 2: Nissan Leaf “Polar Bear” Ad (screenshot as visual placeholder)
Source: http://www.coloribus.com.ezp3.lib.umn.edu/adsarchive/tv-commercials/nissan-leafpolar-bear-13917155/
Nissan’s “Polar Bear” ad, which aired in 2011, utilizes a polar bear as an
anthropomorphized symbol for the environment. The ad revolves around a polar bear who travels
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from its native habitat in the melting ice caps—which are emphasized in the opening shot of the
spot—to a suburban homeowner who owns a Nissan Leaf. The anthropomorphized polar bear
proceeds to hug the Nissan Leaf owner, who is following his ordinary daily routine. The polar
bear is the protagonist throughout the ad, and eventually becomes a personified character who
can relate to the viewer.
The use of animals in car ads is nothing new, but with electric cars and their association
with environmental conservation, animals help communicate a vehicle’s environmental impact.
In an analysis of ICE car commercials that included animals as part of their appeal, a 2012 study
concludes that the ads “testify to and promote a culture that erodes the modern divide between
technology and nature” (Aupers et al., p. 9). When the polar bear hugs the Leaf owner, it
communicates how the owner’s decision to use a Leaf benefits the global environment. The
intimacy between humankind and nature produces what environmental scholars deem “warm
glow.” “Warm glow” pertains to the moral satisfaction an individual receives from making a
voluntary contribution favoring the environment (Kahneman & Knetsch, 1992; Nunes &
Schokkaert, 2003). Purchasing a Nissan Leaf becomes connected to pro-environmental choice.
The polar bear and its melting habitat present a powerful moral argument, similar to a 2012 study
that looked at consumer choice for green energy services: “The psychological benefit warm glow
arising from contribution to the improvement of the environmental common good increases
intention to purchase the experimental green energy brand” (Hartmann & Apaolaza-Ibáñez, p.
1260). The polar bear takes an arduous journey to thank an ordinary Nissan Leaf owner. With
warm glow, Nissan employs environmental communication to demonstrate the potential proenvironmental impact of Nissan Leaf owners. Through environmental communication, Nissan’s
polar bear reiterates the relationship between nature, wildlife, and the psychological benefits of
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electric car ownership.
Nissan’s Polar Bear ad plays on a utopian outlook of the future. Upon witnessing a wild
animal’s emotional gratitude, Nissan’s ad asks “Where do we go from here?” Nissan believes
electric cars are a game changer for the future. The company takes a stance to exhibit both the
direction in which the Leaf will influence our collective future and to what extent that change
will take place. The ad opens with close up shots of melting ice, long shots of ice caps suddenly
plummeting into the ocean, and a forlorn polar bear floating amidst human-induced climate
change. In his 2015 investigation on aesthetic constructs, Luke claims that iconic imagery like
retreating ice has “emotive qualities” in the larger debate of climate change (p. 283). By
employing emotional appeals, the ad paints a poignant picture of climate change effects. The
visuals are supplemented by a sad piano riff that begs the consumer to sympathize with the polar
bear. While a portion of Nissan’s Polar Bear ad focuses on the dire situation of the present, the
ad emphasizes the Nissan Leaf as a path toward a sustainable utopian future.
Nissan’s Polar Bear ad is rife with environmental tropes. For the first quarter of its
duration, the ad follows the polar bear on its allegorical trek from a cold climate to a milder,
more temperate climate. With over a quarter of the ad’s duration set in a world without people,
the ad underscores the sublime quality of untouched wilderness. As a magnificent creature within
this natural unpolluted setting, the polar bear takes on the identity of “charismatic megafauna.”
As academic conservationists have discovered through quantitative analysis, “conservation
organizations [focus] their publicity and programmes on large, charismatic species to raise
awareness and funds and raise the spectre that the public may be exposed to only a selected
sample of conservation problems” (Clucas, McHugh, & Caro, 2008, p. 1517). The polar bear acts
as a highly visible symbolic representation of climate change that has been gradually built up
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through the modern environmental movement. The polar bear resembles the purview of
environmental spectre known to middle class consumers. Charismatic megafauna have become a
mainstream environmental symbol that are now commonplace and relatable to the average
layperson. Upon priming viewers with the perspective of what a pristine, untouched world would
look like with lush forests and unparalleled serenity, the ad progresses to modern society as a
contrast. After introducing a series of environmental clichés, Nissan finally concludes the ad
with its product as the environmentally-sensitive solution.
After showing the Nissan Leaf in a suburban driveway, Nissan’s Polar Bear closes with a
crisp mention of the Nissan brand. The ad transitions with a lens flare to the metallic Nissan
logo, and the male voiceover narrates, “Introducing the 100% electric Nissan Leaf: Innovation
for the planet, innovation for all.” The audio seeks to clarify the electric quality of the Nissan
leaf, differentiating it further from its ICE competitors. The voiceover also reiterates that, as a
means to reach environmental utopia, consumers should opt for the Nissan Leaf. By purchasing
and supporting the Nissan Leaf, consumers can save the planet’s resources. The conclusion
succinctly states the product name and highlights its most important attributes. From the heartwrenching dripping of melting ice caps at the beginning of the ad to the corporate logo at the
end, Nissan’s Polar Bear ad exemplifies the intricate relationship between electric cars, nature,
and environmental communication. The environmental motifs exhibited in the Polar Bear ad
make their way into Nissan’s other Leaf ads as well, as I have shown with the billboard and will
show with the upcoming “Value of Zero” ad.
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Figure 3: Nissan Leaf “Value of Zero” Television Ad (various screenshots as visual placeholder)
Source: http://www.coloribus.com.ezp3.lib.umn.edu/adsarchive/tv-commercials/nissan-leafvalue-of-zero-17877555/
Like the Polar Bear ad Nissan aired in 2011, another Nissan Leaf ad from the same year
weaves an equally-compelling narrative. The “Value of Zero” ad from Nissan, also promoting
the Nissan Leaf, argues that while zero is definitionally worthless, it can actually mean a lot for
electric vehicles. The Value of Zero ad begins with brief snapshots of the number zero as it
appears in everyday life, including its presence on a chalkboard, digital sign, and credit card.
Very quickly, the ad shows images that resemble the number zero, some of them sourced from
scenes of nature. The ad closes with the Nissan Leaf’s circular electric charger as a “zero” figure
and ends with the Nissan Leaf parked in a suburban garage.
Nissan’s ad demonstrates the effect zero-emissions can have on the environment. Once
again, the ad presents the electric vehicle as the solution. Like the other Nissan Leaf ads, this ad
neglects the variety of options available to the consumer when choosing an alternative-fuel
vehicle; hybrid and hydrogen cell vehicles are left out altogether. Nissan leverages their
constructed dichotomy of “gas versus electric” to emphasize how simple consumer choice can
save the environment. Instead of providing a broad-level narrative of fossil-fuel use, the ad
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focuses on the individual and the individual’s impact on the environment. As emphasized by
Ziser and Sze (2007), “a more effective approach can be found in narrative forms that combine
individual biography with environmental history in order to provide concrete examples of
environmental damage that can become the basis for redress and reform” (p. 404). By invoking
the individual, the ad appeals to each viewer rather than society as a whole. Since the ad focuses
at the micro rather than the macro level of change, the sales philosophy builds on the idea of
consumerism and the free market. Each consumer has the ability to re-consider the meaning of
zero, and when it comes to making a vehicle purchase, the choice will come down to either an
electric or ICE vehicle. The electric vehicle produces zero emissions, and Nissan visualizes zeroemissions as an environmental ideal.
The order of the shots matters as much as the shots themselves. A shot of an ICE tailpipe,
aptly emitting a blatant cloud of exhaust, immediately precedes a zero-shaped ring of trees off a
deciduous tree-lined coast; a shot of a zero-shaped drain with a liquid chemical flowing into the
waste stream is subsequently followed by an extreme close-up of a “10” on American currency;
and an antiquated gas pump meter with a decreasing amount of gallons is rapidly succeeded by a
series of nature images, including a sunflower, jellyfish, eclipse, and sunset. By alternating the
appearance of favorable images of nature with the less favorable visuals of gasoline, Nissan
creates a moral imperative for the viewer: Either we continue emitting fumes from tail pipes,
pouring hazardous substances down the drain, and using gasoline pumps, or we instigate change
through individual purchase decisions. Hansen and Schrader (1997) suggest two models of
consumption—consumer sovereignty and sustainable consumption; they claim that,
“Responsibility for the consequences of individual consumption goes beyond the normative
framework of consumer sovereignty” (p. 454). In the former model, individual utility is
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emphasized and manifested through consumer choices. In strict consumer sovereignty, a vehicle
would merely serve as a transport method. On the contrary, Nissan’s voiceover calls consumers
to consider consequences outside of basic utility, such as “zero pollutants in our environment”
and “zero dependency on foreign oil,” as stated in the verbal narration. Instead of consumer
sovereignty, Nissan encourages sustainable consumption. The authors argue that the model of
consumer sovereignty produces side effects that are not considered in the strict definition of
absolute utility. In the past, encouraging an isolated perspective of consumer sovereignty was
common. Now, knowing the harm caused to the environment over time, Nissan and others have
instead taken the initiative to propagate messages more in line with an egalitarian model of
sustainable consumption. Nissan carefully orders its juxtaposed shots of nature and pollution to
encourage sustainable consumption.
For Nissan, sustainable consumption is effectively communicated through symbolic nature.
Just like in the Polar Bear ad, several scenes from Nissan’s Value of Zero ad exploit nature’s
sublime quality. Nature’s sublime dates back to the 19th century with people like John Muir
(Oravec, 1981), but it continues to be used in the contemporary context of vehicle advertising.
Coleman (2005) specifically looked at the cause of the sublime and concluded, “the ad, media,
and entertainment industry—which are often seen as hip and progressive, but are in actuality
fabricators of a national nostalgia industry—must provide a facsimile of that exploitable nature
formerly promised to all, but which is now (thanks to this very representation) in short supply”
(p. 77). Nissan includes scenes that ostensibly could be lost if electric vehicles are not adopted
quickly enough. Scenes range from shots of the sun and an aerial hurricane eye to a pristine
coastline of trees and a lunar eclipse. In an empirical analysis of ads from various product
industries, Linder (2006) concludes that “once risk claims about [global] warming assume the
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status of cultural signs, they also become something of a prize in the competition for discovering
and assigning new meanings to commodities” (p. 128). Nissan exploits the symbolic nature and
the sublime because of their salience in the collective awareness of climate change.
Nissan’s choice of trite environmental symbols contributes to a misrepresentation of
climate change. In his investigation on the widespread disagreement of climate change, professor
of climate and culture Mike Hulme adduces visual representation of an invisible air temperature
as part of the problem. Regarding climate change advertising, Hulme (2009) explains how “the
iconography of climate change has solidified differences between climate change discourses
rather than acted as a common visual denominator to induce agreement” (p. 242). By selectively
choosing animals that qualify as flagship species or scenes that are especially emblematic of
climate change, advertisers target audiences who subscribe to their symbolic legitimacy. In
choosing particular animals, for example, the “funding of species recovery programs is heavily
skewed toward "charismatic megafauna"…and away from species with which humans are less
readily able to identify” (Bryant, 2007, p. 239). Climate change has become strongly associated
with certain symbols, and Nissan tries to use relatable environmental icons to explain how the
Nissan Leaf can help resolve the central problem.
As an aggregate, Nissan embraces environmental tropes in all three of the preceding ads.
The billboard ad focuses more on the product; the two video ads focus on environmental
connotations. Together, the ads appeal to consumers who are aware of climate change but may
not know the entire reality of the term. Each ad presents the face-off between electric cars and
gasoline vehicles. Underlying motifs, such as the sublime, reiterate advantages of electric
vehicles. Each element from Nissan’s ads—from the comprehensive narrative down to minor
camera details—further constructs the public image Nissan seeks to attain as an electric car
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manufacturer in the midst of a changing environment.

Figure 4: “Tesla - Fireflies” Fan-Made Ad (screenshot as visual placeholder)
Source: https://vimeo.com/140983024
Tesla Motors has been known to conduct business differently than its competitors, and its
communication strategy is no exception. Tesla has publicly claimed it does not have a marketing
department (Reinecke, 2014, p. 86-87). The names Tesla gives to the Model S 0 to 60 times—
like “insane” and “ludicrous,” both part of the title for this thesis—suggest otherwise. Tesla
makes a distinction between marketing, which they do not partake in, and public relations, which
continues to be critical for their long-term strategy. Modern outlets, like Twitter and YouTube,
have become the de facto strategy for branding. Tesla has been known to focus on the product,
let it speak for itself, and utilize customer brand endorsements to spread the word about its
goods. Tesla’s approach is nothing new; the current state of Tesla’s business and corresponding
approach to marketing has been compared to Apple, Inc. (Mangram, 2012, p. 308). Like the cult
following of a company like Apple, the enthusiasm around Tesla’s vision of electric vehicles has
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resulted in realistic fan-made ads. Tesla also has a YouTube channel through which it distributes
proprietary media content, though the company still does not classify YouTube as a form of
marketing. While marketing may not be the term Tesla uses, the company indeed does
communicate its brand and intentions: Tesla’s utilizes YouTube videos and Tweets to build up
its brand through internet media outlets.
Fireflies is one exemplar of Tesla’s endorsed fan media. The one-minute spot, directed by
Tesla fan Sam O’Hare, gained fame when promoted on Tesla’s Twitter feed. In October 2015,
Tesla tweeted a link to O’Hare’s clip, asking, “How many auto companies have fans that would
do this?” (Tesla Motors). Tesla had nothing to do with the production or funding of Fireflies.
O’Hare, the producer of the video, made the ad to spotlight the abilities of his creative business,
Parachute (Beer, 2015). Tesla merely endorsed a pre-existing video through social media, but in
doing so, Tesla articulated the image and brand persona it aspires to communicate. Tesla may not
have a dedicated advertising department, but through less traditional forms of communication,
including facets of public relations, the company exhibits the importance of environmental
attributes by including them as dominant components in the messages they share to the world.
O’Hare’s video, which Tesla conspicuously chose to endorse, highlights several aspects of
common environmental rhetoric, and it exemplifies Tesla’s use of environmental
communication.
O’Hare’s video has too many visual attributes to fully explain in words, but the spot does
contain several high-level environmental tropes that reflect environmental awareness. The ad
depicts fireflies near an abandoned gas station, and the fireflies band together as the ad
progresses to collectively form a Tesla Model S. The opening shot utilizes rack focus to
emphasize fireflies in a patch of cattails until the camera pans upwards and reveals the real focus
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of the ad: the abandoned gas station. The gas station, in its decrepit state, reveals a future sans
gasoline. Tesla utilizes gasoline—a substance the company has no stake in—as a symbolic part
of its sustainable communication framework. As a type of environmental communication,
McDonagh (1998) defines sustainable communication as “an ecological bridge from the present
to the future” (p. 599). The focus of a positive outlook on the future is precisely the type of
thinking Tesla attempts to promote through its video endorsement. In studying Prius
advertisements in 2013, authors Garland, Huising, and Struben discuss the implications of a
fictionalized “hyper-reality,” which focuses on the good and reduces emphasis of less-positive
characteristics (p. 688-689). Like the Toyota ads considered in their study, Fireflies centers the
viewer’s attention on the outdated use of gasoline, from the romanticized sunset to the peaceful
windmills gracefully transforming wind into renewable energy in the background. The fireflies,
abandoned gas station, and windmills together produce a gestalt that excites the environmentallyconscious consumer.
Fireflies depicts environmental pros of electric cars including a lack of gasoline, a reliance
on renewable energy, and a futuristic allure. The ad takes place in a glorified rural space—not a
smog-filled urban lot. The video emphasizes a marriage between the Model S and nature. Car
ads have historically capitalized on nature, long before today’s electric cars hit the roads. In
2004, Gunster made the link between cars and wild animals in his analysis of SUV
advertisements (p. 11). The metaphor of fireflies banding together to produce an electric Model S
builds on this advertising history. The Model S in the ad, which requires no gasoline and no
human interaction at all, portrays electric cars as a part of the natural environment. The idea of a
car placed within nature becomes especially powerful when humans are out of the picture.
Within hybrid car advertisements, a comparative study between the U.S. and China found that
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American ads consistently attempted to remove the self from the picture in order to induce a
sense of eco-harmony (Li, 2013, p. 524). The environmental tropes in Fireflies reveal Tesla’s
idealistic thoughts as the company constructs its brand image.

Figure 5: Tesla Motors, “Tesla drivers passed 1 billion electric miles.” (screenshot as visual
placeholder)
Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEwlX4_nkaE
In June 2015, Tesla released a video on YouTube that that thanks Tesla owners for driving
one billions miles. The video opens with a wide shot of vibrant green grass, and the Tesla Model
S approaches the center of the frame as it drives along the twisting road. The background music
supports the cheerful mood. The Model S eventually reaches a cliff that borders a body of
water—perhaps an ocean—that subliminally calls to mind the rising ocean levels associated with
climate change. The spot contains a single continuous shot that accentuates the sweeping terrain
and its vast potential as a host for an electric vehicle. The setting of the ad, and the way the
camera dramatically pans in order to keep the Model S at the heart of the frame, are forces
driving an emotional conditioning of the viewer. As a part of environmental psychology,
emotional conditioning becomes important when looking at green advertising. In an empirical
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study of emotional response to advertising scenes of green landscapes, Hartmann and ApaolazaIbáñez (2010) conclude “that advertising and particularly green advertising may use to its
advantage the potential of favorable behavioral effects of using images of natural landscapes
with vegetation, as opposed to pictures of urban environments or desert scenery” (p. 126).
Tesla’s use of a flowing landscape integrates nature and electric cars, and it bridges the
connection between the two ideas that allows for synergy between an elegant environment and
emission-free vehicles.
Text is placed on top of all the environmental symbols to explicitly communicate Tesla’s
environmental motives. Several lines of text cycle through so that only one sentence appears in
front of the viewer at a time. The first line of text reads, “In just three years, Model S owners
around the world have driven over 1 billion electric miles.” Tesla is grateful to its pre-existing
customer base; in acknowledging past successes, the ad incorporates recognition claims to entice
more customers to join the valued club of Tesla owners. Tesla is quick to point out that all the
miles driven were not just ordinary miles; they were 1 billion electric miles. The last two textual
appearances speak of Tesla’s gratitude more succinctly. “Thank you for driving towards a more
sustainable future,” followed by “Thanks a Billion” clarify the target audience of pre-existing
Model S owners. Despite the triteness of “sustainable,” the word continues to carry significant
weight because of its long-term cultural cultivation (Packalén, Dobers, & Springett, 2010).
People are familiar with sustainability as an ideal, but often find it difficult to achieve
sustainability in practice. This leads to feelings of guilt (Dannenberg et al., 2012, p. 230). Tesla
lays out an easy path to sustainability, which is simply owning a Tesla. Adjectives like
“sustainable,” especially when paired with grandiose visions of the future, work to placate
present woes of environmental situations and invoke a futuristic outlook of utopian
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environmental ideals made possible by consumerism. The text in Tesla’s video complements the
environmental spectacle in the background.
Carbon emissions repeatedly surface as a reference to either harm that has already
transpired (looking at the past) or to a realm in which humans have the potential to make a major
impact going forward (looking at the future). Carbon has become so common now that people
have become familiar with the phrase “CO2 emissions.” Tesla exploits the groundwork of CO2’s
common awareness in their textual line, “These electric miles have prevented over 570,000 tons
of CO2 emissions.” Tesla provides a quantified number of tons, which sounds significant
superficially, but fails to put that number into comprehensible context for the layperson. As such,
in this case of framing the sale of a Tesla, the company downplays marketing—in line with their
publicized policy of “we do not market”—and instead supports the antithesis of marketing,
demarketing. Kotler and Levy (1971) originally defined demarketing over 40 years ago “as that
aspect of marketing that deals with discouraging customers in general or a certain class of
customers in particular on either a permanent or temporary basis” (p. 75). With the rise of
environmental concern over the past four decades, demarketing has become a hallmark of
environmental communication strategy. Today, Kotler (2011) recognizes the implications of
environmental demarketing through its use in California’s recent water shortages (p. 135). In
much the same way, electric vehicle manufacturers have taken on carbon emissions to demarket
what we colloquially call an individual’s “carbon footprint.” Carbon emissions, one’s carbon
footprint, and the demotic use of “CO2” construct a meaning Tesla utilizes to relate to the
environmentally-oriented demands of the consumer. Both of Tesla’s ads thus far have employed
harmonious environmental imagery beside Tesla’s vehicles, and the one-with-nature approach
continues in the still imagery Tesla propagates on its Twitter feed.
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Figure 6: Tesla “Zero Emissions” Tweet, August 29, 2015 (screenshot)
Figure 7: Tesla “Club Switzerland” Tweet, September 5, 2015 (screenshot)
Source: https://twitter.com/TeslaMotors
In late August and early September 2015, Tesla Tweeted two separate pictures that both
alluded to the company’s environmental initiative. The August Tweet features three Tesla Model
S cars in a nondescript locale of green grass beneath an auburn sky. Notable details include a
silhouetted flock of birds in the sky and a horizon filled with windmills. The latter Tweet, which
actually divides one image into four separate panels, shows an event whereby Tesla owners
converged in Switzerland for a driving event. The image includes numerous Tesla Model S cars
bumper-to-bumper and an aerial shot of the winding road where the event took place. Each
Tweet has its own nuances, but together they represent yet another example of the coherent
environmental communication strategy of Tesla Motors.
Through the use of multiple symbols combining into a single gestalt, Tesla expands beyond
their own product to not only sell the Model S as a tangible item, but to also sell the idea of
vehicle-environmental symbiosis. In the first Tweet from Tesla, the three Model S vehicles
appear on a backdrop of nature—a romanticized sunset visually contrasted with a perfectly green
knoll upon which the cars sit. With the loaded caption stating, “This is what zero emissions looks
like,” Tesla attempts to sell the consumer on environmental impact from the get-go. The textual
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caption alluding to zero emissions primes the Twitter user on what to look for in the image. In
his work on advertising semiotics, Wernick (1983) describes the inclusion of both attributed
consumer-ego and symbolized commodity within an advertising framework. He delineates, “the
product presented for sale does double duty as a signifier of the special significance with which it
is endowed” (p. 24). A product represents itself both intrinsically and as a symbolic construction
that is based on culture and an orientation to cultural values. Both the signifier and signified
within an ad are founded on the “attributed ego (needs, desires, values)” as the basis of
orientation (Wernick, 1983, p. 24). The product, a Tesla Model S, becomes accentuated as a tool
that can both reduce carbon emissions and transport people through a rolling landscape.
Meanwhile, as Wernick would point out, there is a secondary level of meaning that ties into the
global and time-sensitive culture around the environment that we have built up around electric
vehicles. The secondary meaning arises through contextual elements, namely the birds flying in
the sky with windmills turning in the background. Though not necessary, these added visual
elements powerfully reinforce the cultural meaning imbued in Tesla’s message. Tesla’s Tweet
sells a Model S to the consumer; on a deeper level, Tesla sells the idea of a brighter tomorrow
through an environmental utopia without carbon emissions.
Tesla exerts the rhetorical power of the sublime in both of its Tweets as a way of
incorporating environmental appeals. At first glance, the Switzerland Tweet merely depicts a
slew of cars outside, and there is no connection to the environment besides the outdoor setting.
Yet, when compared to the Tweet from just a week prior which clearly depicts the sublime as an
environmental trope, one can more easily understand how similar the settings are and how
presentation of both Tweets side-by-side can make a difference. In Figure 6, the environmental
appeal is easily intelligible. In Figure 7, the environment is much more subdued, and some
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attributes only come to light when looked at side-by-side with Figure 6. One recurring attribute is
the sublime. Environmental literature scholar Daniel Philippon discusses how certain
environmental metaphors are especially influential in America. Like in Nissan’s ads, electric car
companies call on the sublime to summon the awe-inspiring power of nature. As Philippon
(2004) explains, the ideal of uninhabited “wilderness” is especially provocative for Americans in
how we think of nature because of its national historical legacy (p. 7). Even before the current
crusade of electric vehicles, ICE car ads invoked the sublime. As Gunster (2004) remarks in his
study of SUV ads, “Nature remains a rugged, spectacular, and sublime paradise, a utopian
alternative to the crowded dystopian banality of urban and suburban life” (p. 13). Tesla re-frames
the sublimity of nature, as an age-old concept, to appear other-worldly and novel.
Subliminal details, like the way the road is framed, further develop the harmony between
cars and nature. In each of the two Tesla Tweets, a single road carries the traffic through each
scene. There are no highways or freeways, nor do we see any traffic signals, road signs, or other
legal markers. The aerial shot in the Switzerland Tweet solidifies the way even the road has
deferred to the almighty nature in its physical shape and form. In his research on utopia within
car advertising, Gunster (2007) draws attention to the fact that, “The only roads that ever appear
are single-lane and deftly cut into the terrain in gentle curving arcs that accentuate the directed
character of the car’s movement while remaining unobtrusively subordinate to the coherence,
continuity, and beauty of the physical environment” (p. 223). Not only does Tesla leave out the
intricacies of developed society and urban life, but the photos deviate further from reality by
deliberately formulating visuals that are one-with-nature. Both the roads and the surrounding
terrain are demoted to the background, partially to emphasize the Model S as a product, but more
so to stress the way artificial creations like roads can blend seamlessly with the environment to
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the point of becoming nearly indistinguishable. The sublime is a powerful force to call on. With
cars like the Model S, Tesla argues that consumers have the ability to become one with nature in
ways that were impossible without electric vehicles.
In both Tweets, Tesla emphasizes the solidarity and unity of Tesla owners in banding
together as a community. Tesla extrapolates the brand loyalty of the individual consumer by
aggregating Model S owners in both instances and presenting groups of car-owners who are likeminded in their pro-environmental stance. As we know thanks to empirical studies, “consumers
who exhibit positive attitude toward green advertisements also impose trust in the firm’s
products” (Nagar, 2013, p. 85). By utilizing former Tesla converts in their Twitter presence,
Tesla highlights the sense of community that Tesla promotes and the “one vision” approach they
have in minimizing environmental impact. Promoting group events would be effective on its
own; what Tesla has done, however, crosses environmental communication with customer brand
unification. In neither Tweet are the vehicles parked near a Tesla charging station in an urban
parking lot. On the contrary, both Tweets exemplify the bond with nature that Model S owners
yearn to exert. The sociability factor marks a major milestone in how we interpret the
environmental message. Rogers (1996) mentions “environmental capital” and “the modern
period in which commodities have an increasingly dominant position and, in fact, largely define
the relationships between human beings and the rest of nature” (p. 445). In a social capitalistic
environment, we relate to others who purchase the same product. Tesla takes this brand loyalty
one step further by uniting Tesla owners not only by displaying collective product ownership,
but also through a display of Tesla customers’ resolute quest to reduce carbon emissions.
Tesla’s Tweets conclude a series of environmental ads that depict the environmental
ambitions of electric car customers. Upon looking at a series of ads from Nissan and Tesla, I
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conclude that each company employs environmental communication. This paper, however, is
interested in specifically how each company uses environmental communication to cater to a
segmented audience. Different forms of environmental appeals function differently based on the
target audience. The upcoming conceptual framework describes how advertising functions as a
form of social communication. Consumer differentiation is important for all contemporary
advertisers, and electric car advertisers are no exception.
Conceptual Framework
Like with most modern marketing, advertisers must pinpoint an audience that constitutes
their ideal clientele. Today, companies have access to broad audiences through mass media
channels, and therefore organizations must segment their audiences to appeal to the consumer
who is most likely to take interest in their advertised good. Thus, advertising as social
communication becomes indispensable to companies, and companies understand that each
good’s market occupies a certain niche. Consumers, for their part, reciprocate by buying into
market differentiation and distinguishing themselves through ownership of tangible products.
With products as representations of preference and affluence, advertising has become a form of
social communication that conveys meaning beyond the good itself.
Advertising as Social Communication
Through segmentation and pre-determined target markets based on cost, Nissan and Tesla
have specific audiences each company intends to reach. Segmentation in advertising has been
defined as “the description of, and access to, segments or groups of buyers” (Leiss, Kline, &
Jhally, 1986, p. 121-122). With electric vehicles and their current price points, it becomes
necessary for electric vehicle producers to discriminate based on who can afford to purchase
their goods. Segmentation is a hallmark of what historian Daniel Pope (1983) calls the Modern
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Era, which stretches from the 1920s to the present and organizes consumers into subgroups. Both
Nissan and Tesla employ advertising techniques that communicate the social meaning behind
their products. In communicating the contextual and situational details in addition to the actual
product, advertisers’ goods assume a social significance to the consumer (Wernick, 1991, p. 31).
Therefore, the product is not only advertised to be a product in a vacuum, but to exist within the
marketplace of products and set itself apart through its socially-relevant qualifiers. As social
communication, advertising supplies the means for Nissan and Tesla to promote electric cars to a
particular range of buyers.
By putting something as simple as a backdrop for a scene into electric car
communication, Nissan and Tesla place their products in different lights. Nissan chooses to
depict the Leaf in common situations for the everyday consumer. Consider the suburban,
residential garage that ends the Polar Bear ad, or the everyday scenes that reiterate the number
“0.” Tesla, on the contrary, shies away from commonplace ideas and chooses to portray the
Model S in clean, human-free settings that present the Tesla vehicle within a charismatic
environmental setting. Consider the abandoned gas station or the twisting roads through lush
green grass from Tesla’s ads. On a macro level, both Tesla and Nissan strive to communicate
their lust for saving the environment. On a micro level, the two companies take nuanced
approaches to achieving the same end-goal. Tesla paints a picture of a simplistic idealized
environment, while Nissan excerpts attributes from everyday life.
Through the very ways which Tesla and Nissan communicate their brands, the two
companies contribute ideas that either perpetuate or produce new cultural meaning for viewers.
As social theorist Andrew Wernick (1991) puts it, “In the images promotionally given to
products, advertising produces a continual stream of totemic, market unifying, second-order
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cultural messages. It does so, however, in constant interaction with the shifting moods, codes and
cross-currents of the culture that surrounds it, so that advertising reprocesses and, where
necessary, reconciles whatever core values and symbols have currency” (p. 45). As a culturallyintegrated form of communication, advertisers exploit ideas that have agency with consumers. In
the case of electric vehicles, playing up the contemporary era of environmental communication
becomes critical. In combining goods and culture through advertising, “goods are knitted into the
fabric of social life and cultural significance. The borrowed references are fused with products
and returned to cultural discourse” (Leiss, Kline, & Jhally, 1986, p. 145). When Nissan targets
consumers who can afford a new $30,000 vehicle, the relatable symbols of daily life encounters
(e.g. gas station pump, hurricane eye, coastal water shot) become invaluable. For consumers who
might be able to afford a Tesla, appealing to an ideology of simplicity within the natural
environment—by focusing clearly on the product against a subliminal background of the earthen
environment—may be more appropriate. In choosing their appeals, Nissan and Tesla each
contribute to the symbology of environmental communication.
Cultural Distinction
As electric vehicle advertisers segment populations based on price point and content,
audiences are not only grouped according to their ability to spend and consume, but likewise
their socioeconomic status. As stated by Leiss, Kline, and Jhally (1986), advertising
“appropriates the social structure of markets for goods and audiences for media, and recycles
them as strategies targeted towards segments of the population. Thus advertising is a
communications activity through which social change is mediated—and wherein such change
can be witnessed” (p. 144). In creating segmented ads, Nissan and Tesla create prime markets
based on what consumers can afford. From the consumer perspective, the ability to partake in the
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consumerism of Nissan and Tesla is a class privilege. Whether one “can” purchase an electric
vehicle based on funds becomes secondary. The question, through today’s meaning of cultural
distinction, also asks whether one “wants” to identify and become associated with a certain target
market.
Electric cars are markers of socioeconomic status, but distinction through class
associations predates modern electric cars. In the late 20th century, distinction through consumer
taste became a significant area of study. When Pierre Bourdieu (1984) opens his seminal work
Distinction, he reiterates, “Taste classifies, and it classifies the classifier” (6). As an innate part
of America today, advertising as social communication integrates salient cultural codes into
everyday cognizance for consumers. In Bourdieu’s terms, consumption runs the gamut from
preferences in music choices to palpable ownership of goods. Electric car makers are interested
in setting themselves apart from the rest of the market by boasting new technology in their
vehicles, along with certain ideals and values through environmental communication.
Since Bourdieu introduced distinction in 1984, cars as a class of goods have persistently
signified the dominant class. The dominant class can be delineated by economic, educational,
social, or cultural capital (Bourdieu, 1984, p. 254). With electric cars as an up-and-coming
technology that remains relatively expensive in contrast to ICE’s, electric car owners are superior
in economic capital. Even with more affordable options like the Leaf, there is no comparison at
the moment between ICE costs and an electric vehicle due to the difference in cost of the underthe-hood technology. While economic capital may be the most commonly-summoned form of
capital for electric vehicle ownership, social and cultural capital become paramount in analyzing
electric car communication strategies. As a means of inheriting cultural capital, electric cars
communicate awareness of climate change, forward-thinking technology, and innovation. As a
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form of social capital, electric cars become a symbol of environmental sensitivity. Electric car
owners are amidst the already dominant class of general car owners, and electric car owners
possess high levels of Bourdieu’s forms of capital, especially social capital.
To better understand the social capital of electric vehicles in their current state, one need
not look further than the thoughts penned by sociologist Thorstein Veblen over a century ago.
Veblen (1992) introduced the fundamental notion of the leisure class, and also coined the term
“conspicuous consumption.” The leisure class, which overlaps with the dominating class of
Bourdieu, dictates what the lower classes perceive as important based on hierarchical social
aspirations. As Veblen (1992) states, “The leisure class stands at the head of the social structure
in point of reputability; and its manner of life and its standards of worth therefore afford the
norm of reputability for the community” (p. 70). Because electric vehicles remain expensive for
the average person, the higher echelons of class have the ability to exclusively participate in the
environmental movement and distinguish themselves through conspicuous consumption. More
recently, the conflation of elite environmentalism and consumption has been deemed
“conspicuous conservation” (Griskevicius et al., 2010; Cervellon, 2013). The idea of social
differentiation through environmental consumption is further solidified by contemporary
research. In a study from 2013, researchers built on previous findings and found that the
symbolic “green” image of electric cars “is essential for the positive perception and early
adoption of EVs” (Schuitema et al., p. 48). Beyond that, as luxury goods, environmentallyfriendly cars have actually demonstrably caused conspicuous conservation to take place. In 2010,
psychological researchers discovered that, “Status motives increased desire for green products
when shopping in public (but not private) and when green products cost more (but not less) than
nongreen products” (Griskevicius et al., p. 392). Comparable findings from 2014 reinforce the
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presence of conspicuous conservation as it correlates positively with increased perceptions of
social capital (Delmas & Lessem, 2014, p. 366; Sexton & Sexton, 2014, p. 315-316). The social
capital of electric vehicles causes ostentatious presentations of environmental conservation, and
electric vehicle owners start to separate themselves from traditional ICE car owners.
With car owners as a part of the dominant class in American society, electric car owners
end up being nested within a broader group. Veblen (1992) claims that the leisure class does
become nuanced: “As wealth accumulates, the leisure class develops further in function and
structure, and there arises a differentiation within the class” (p. 65). As advertisers who segment
their audiences in an attempt to increase sales, electric car companies emphasize certain values
and gradually perpetuate the cultural acceptance of those values. Leiss, Kline, and Jhally make a
case that “since advertisers stay tuned closely to the normative order, advertising as a system
may well anticipate and amplify certain value changes that are in progress and deemed relevant
for ads to particular segments of the population” (p. 223). As electric vehicle advertisers, for
example, Nissan and Tesla invoke environmentalism as a recurring motif that highlights the
advantages of electric vehicles over traditional ICE vehicles. Environmental awareness has
become a signature characteristic of the electric car subculture.
Subculture
Prospective electric vehicle owners continue to be in the minority due to prohibitive
costs; nonetheless, over time electric vehicle owners as an aggregate have formed a subculture
that sets them apart from car owners as an aggregate. Media theorist Dick Hebdige (1979)
explains the commodity form of subculture as “it communicates through commodities even if the
meanings attached to those commodities are purposefully distorted or overthrown” (p. 95). The
niche of electric vehicle ownership intersects with conspicuous conservation to produce a
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subculture of commodities. At one level, the subculture of electric vehicles cohesively groups
any and all electric vehicle owners into one homogenous category. In reality, electric car owners
are further nuanced through their chosen brand and model. These nuances are exemplified by the
differences evident in Nissan and Tesla’s advertising strategies. Again, Hebdige (1979) expands
on the nuances of subcultures and argues, “Just as individual members of the same subculture
can be more or less conscious of what they are saying in style and in what ways they are saying
it, so different subcultural styles exhibit different degrees of rupture” (p. 123). Environmental
conservation may be a mutual motivation of electric car owners, but Tesla and Nissan owners are
still perceived differently. Hence, electric vehicle owners constitute a subculture within the realm
of vehicle ownership, and Nissan and Tesla owners respectively comprise separate subcultures
within the electric vehicle subculture.

Figure 8: Class, Subculture, and Electric Vehicles
The visualization of class, subculture, and electric vehicles is presented in Figure 8. (Note
that the visual representation is not necessarily proportional to real-world ratios.) The pyramid
shows the strata of classes as they progress from the copious bottom-dwellers to the rare elitists.
The footprint shape depicts the relative prevalence of vehicle ownership in each class, with a
small proportion of the poor owning vehicles and a significant proportion of the wealthy owning
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vehicles. For the exceptionally wealthy, privation of car ownership takes place due to private
forms of transportation, including limousines and private jets. For the poor, forms of public
transportation likewise eclipse private car ownership. Within the footprint of electric vehicle
ownership, the nested figure visualizes the electric car subculture. Finally, within electric
vehicles, Nissan and Tesla have aimed to market their respective electric vehicle offerings
differently in light of class distinctions. The subcultures of electric vehicles go hand-in-hand with
identifiable distinctions in class, which I discuss in the following section.
Class
Thus far the hierarchy of social classes has been vague and abstract. To further reify the
target audiences of Nissan and Tesla’s electric vehicle offerings, I would like to list the
American classes as they would pragmatically appear. Several permutations of class hierarchies
exist, with some breaking down classes into three or five different groups. For the purposes of
this study, I utilize the more gradational set of classes presented by cultural historian Paul
Fussell. Fussell (1992) breaks down American classes into nine groups, with three overarching
groupings (p. 27). In applying Fussell’s hierarchy to the segmentation of electric vehicle
advertising, I have listed his class breakdown alongside the targeted classes of Nissan and Tesla
in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Fussell’s Class Hierarchy, Overlaid with Prime Markets for the Nissan Leaf and Tesla
Models
Given the economic capital required for both the Nissan Leaf and Tesla Models, both target
markets aim to attract consumers with the required economic capital. Though the target markets
of both Nissan and Tesla’s electric vehicles may overlap slightly, Tesla clearly leans toward the
upper class while the Leaf is more oriented at the middle class or even high proletarian. The Leaf
reconciles the gap between the top tier of consumers and the middle tier, while Tesla operates
solely in the upper tier. There is no universal list of class hierarchy, but Fussell’s list of nine
classes provides a foundation for class-based target markets in the real world.
The key to the entire class system is based on reputation, action, and most recently
consumerism. As Fussell (1992) argues, “The middle class is distinguishable more by its
earnestness and psychic insecurity than by its middle income” (p. 39). In many cases, we strive
to reach the next class above us in hopes that the stepwise process will logically lead us to the
top in eventuality. C. Wright Mills (1951) calls this obsession with class movement and public
perception “status panic” (p. 309). Outside of economic capital, social and cultural capital remain
equally important. A consumer may be able to afford a Tesla (in economic capital) and be
environmentally conscious (in cultural capital); what better way is there, then, to exhibit a
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concern for the environment than by driving around in a car that symbolically exerts supreme
social capital?
Discussion
With distinction, subculture, and class knowledge in mind, there are several key motifs
that segment the audiences of Nissan and Tesla. Using distinction, subculture, and class to
explain audience segmentation, I now return to my analyses of the Nissan and Tesla ads. Each
company uses environmental communication to differentiate among consumers and their
amounts of social, cultural, and economic capital. Nissan and Tesla identify with specific groups
of consumers through discrete environmental marketing techniques, as delineated in the
following sections.
Consumer Utopia or Corporate Utopia
Two categories of appeals appear within the selected ads from Nissan and Tesla’s
environmental advertisements. For the consumer audience who is already part of the upper
classes (as defined by their economic capital), Tesla attempts to maintain a dignified, clear-cut
portrayal of electric vehicles and their environmental role. Tesla presents electric vehicles as
technological machines that successfully combine the benefits of technology with the graceful
harmony of nature. With luxury products as strong symbols of personal and social identity
(Vickers & Renand, 2003, p. 475), Tesla differentiates itself with an emotional yearning for a
positive future. Seldom does Tesla place humans within a communication instance in which an
environmental appeal occurs. If a Tesla vehicle appears in an animated film like Fireflies, no
humans are present. Even in non-CGI ads, like the Tweets from Tesla, people are obscured by
the very vehicles that contain them. Tesla consistently makes a point to not only conceal the
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identity of its ideal consumer, but to solely focus on the conglomeration of nature and technology
that appeals to an environmental ego, and ultimately conspicuous conservation.
Through the second appeal, Nissan’s Leaf campaign candidly relates to viewers by
showing daily life in its recognizable form. Familiar symbols, like the gas pump and the
suburban garage, reveal that the Nissan is indeed made for the average person and not reserved
for a certain market based on price. Nissan establishes an ethos that revolves around consumers
in the real world. Nissan’s billboard (see Figure 1) even breaks down the fourth wall between the
company and its consumers by admitting that a car is being sold in a public marketplace and is
not just presented for its intrinsic value. Nissan does not hide the fact that it is a corporation
within a capitalistic economy. Nissan’s environmental appeal, in contrast to Tesla’s, invites the
average consumer to adopt a new technology that benefits the planet.
Both Tesla and Nissan use environmental appeals in their communication strategies, but
like the distinction that results, each company takes a different approach based on its audience.
Audience members, as individuals, each have a discrete habitus; habitus dictates one’s
preferences (Bourdieu, 1998, p. 8). Tesla and Nissan separately appeal to certain types of
habitus. In doing so, the companies are instrumental in forming the cultural distinction we see
both between Nissan and Tesla, as well as between the electric vehicle and ICE vehicle
discourses. As each subculture becomes more exclusive—or, in other words, as the target
audience becomes further embedded within Figure 8—each company must appeal to a more
specific form of social and cultural capital. At the same time, in taking pecuniary capacities into
account, each electric car company must earn the trust of the audience by seriously engaging at
the appropriate level of economic capital; Tesla must present the Model S as a serious product,
because its affluent audience does not want to entertain the trivialities of everyday life like the
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audience of Nissan. Segmentation through symbology remains critically important when the
companies select appropriate environmental tropes.
Environmental Tropes
The contrast of electric vehicle advertising approaches based on audience have a deeper
layer of meaning evidenced by the symbolism and metonymy each company harnesses. Use of
charismatic megafauna by Nissan, for example, ventures into a realm that is relatable to the
mainstream consumer but also trite. The polar bear, a quintessential form of charismatic
megafauna, is not merely anthropomorphized, but is also exploited as an environmental trope.
Metrick and Weitzman (1996) discovered that certain endangered animals, which typically have
more visceral characteristics, receive more funding than those that are actually at risk of
endangerment (p. 15). The polar bear may symbolically portray climate change, but in reality, it
is not the most accurate symbol (Douglas & Verissimo, 2013). Likewise, the idea of a tailpipe,
which alludes to the ICE engine, is equally relatable but banal because of its reference to “the
past,” thus killing the fantasy facade world where all vehicles are electric. The idea of clichés
may make the electric vehicle appear more practical, but at the same time, the clichés patently
target a non-luxury car market.
While the Leaf campaign attempts to explain how their product fits into life today,
Tesla’s idealism presents a case for forward-thinking technology searching for utopia; Tesla’s
version of utopia entails a total replacement of ICE vehicles and fossil fuels. Tesla’s
communication team seeks to infiltrate an environmental narrative that is intermixed with
romantic ideals. Environment and literature scholars Killingsworth and Palmer (1992)
denominate an approach like Tesla’s as “radical environmentalism” toward an “ecotopia” (226229). Tesla takes an all-or-nothing approach, with only a partial market penetration of electric
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vehicles being unacceptable. While looking forward into the future, Tesla draws on ideals
grounded in the past, with notions of a pristine, virgin planet. Tesla does not attempt to bore the
consumer with the reality of everyday life, like Nissan. Its consumers already know how life
works; they do not need a company-mediated explanation. Instead, Tesla paints grandiose
portraits of its long-term vision, which illustrate oneness with nature. Even the Fireflies ad the
company endorsed on social media makes use of a coherent message about energy sourcing with
windmills in the background. Tesla’s vision as a company guides its marketing decision to
implement a cohesive vision for its end users, from energy attainment to overly-romantic usecase scenarios.
Nissan and Tesla, in dealing with distinct consumer subcultures, must be careful in how
they approach the consumers so that they appear both relevant and sincere to their respective
audiences. Distinctions in class targeting can be tricky, but Tesla and Nissan are careful in how
they approach environmental communication. Nissan’s hints of layperson life signify an
appropriate amount of social and cultural capital: Nissan’s owners are typical car owners, and
while they may like to flaunt their environmentalism, they want a down-to-earth vehicle that
blends in. Tesla’s owners, on the other hand, retain a distaste for today’s nonfictional life and
aspire to reach a grand future—fictional or not—where renewable energy is the only viable
option and pristine nature coexists alongside civilization. The manner in which each company
engages with its audience is so important, in fact, that Tesla questions what the arguably
primitive term “advertising” even means.
Tesla’s Interpretation of “Advertising”
One of the most telling signs in distinction for Tesla is its rejection of the term
“marketing.” The public acknowledgement by Tesla of lacking a “traditional marketing
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department” is, in itself, a marketing appeal (Reinecke, 2014, p. 86-87). In his chapter on speech
distinctions by class, Fussell (1992) explains, “If it’s grammar that draws the line between
middles and below, it’s largely pronunciation and vocabulary that draw it between middles and
above” (153). Tesla is clearly fastidious with the terms it uses to market to its current clientele,
as it could easily be seen as demeaning to be a “victim” of persuasive marketing. With Tesla’s
consumers possessing high amounts of social, cultural, and economic capital, the company
would be expected to refuse a “vile” tactic like persuasion.
Tesla, instead, utilizes a technique of luxury advertisers called “seduction.” N. Anido
Freire (2014), a business scholar from the Paris School of Management, delineates the idea of
seduction: “The technique of seduction will be followed by a process inducing the consumer to
be self-convinced to buy the luxury product” (p. 2674). Tesla recognizes seduction as well as any
other luxury goods maker, and in doing so, the company portrays a lifestyle (rather than a mere
set of attributes) that sets its cars apart from the competition. While Nissan stamps its logo
blatantly at the end of its video ads, Tesla abstains from such distasteful behavior. Nissan uses
overt color schemes, like in its billboard, to arouse feelings subconsciously to win over its
audience; Tesla uses more sophisticated environmental backdrops, not simplistic colors. Indeed,
Tesla garners a reputation for not persuasively selling goods, but instead presenting a lifestyle
appeal that consumers just so happen to take interest in. Without question, the company openly
communicates information about its brand and shares testimonials and consumer-produced
media. But, Tesla makes an argument that it is not doing so through the persuasive tactics
connoted with today’s marketing, but through the ostensible benevolence of a social organization
that consumers have the choice to subscribe to and follow.
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Environmental communication distinguishes different types of electric car owners. The
distinctions primarily take place through straightforward communication, but sometimes they
extend to details as small as the meaning of “marketing.” Nissan and Tesla are each meticulous
in how they go about describing their products based on differences in the social, cultural, and
economic capital of their audiences. As each company might argue: Nissan provides an
affordable car for the average joe who also helps the environment; Tesla provides a luxurious
experience that single-handedly helps save the world from climate change. There is a long
history of distinctions between conventional car owners, and distinctions through electric car
ownership are yet another chapter within an ongoing story.
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
Though the preceding analysis and literature framework provide a sufficient starting point
on the cultural distinction of electric cars, future research should build on these concepts. A more
systematic and consistent sampling method would help us better understand the specific uses of
environmental communication in electric vehicle advertising. Analyzing additional companies
beyond Nissan and Tesla would be helpful to more objectively identify recurring themes. As
communication scholars Leiss, Kline, and Jhally (1986) explain, content analysis utilizes
intercoder reliability through quantitative analysis (p. 169). Due to the limited scope and
resources allocated to an Honors Thesis, this project only focused on individual semiotic
analyses for a limited number of ads; in the future, studies should employ content analysis as a
complement to semiotic analysis to more objectively discern patterns of environmental
communication in electric car advertising.
In addition to improved sampling methods, further research in electric vehicle distinction
should look at the nuances between other alternative fuel vehicle companies and their respective
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strategies. The current study built a dichotomy that placed wholly electric cars (PEV’s) in direct
opposition to the traditional and longstanding ICE. Other alternative fuel options exist that have
similarly been labeled environmentally-friendly, such as hybrid or hydrogen-cell vehicles
(Granovskii, Dincer, & Rosen, 2006, p. 1192). Studies detailing the ways in which hybrid and
hydrogen-powered vehicle propaganda compares and contrasts with that of 100% electric
vehicles would illuminate just how much environmental communication is a desideratum to each
particular vehicle type.
Finally, one must understand that the current electric car discourse is rapidly evolving, both
from a technology and social implication perspective. The current study is merely a snapshot in
time. As rechargeable battery and electric motor technologies continue to improve and become
less expensive, the consequential impact on cultural distinction will most likely correspond with
a reduced need of economic capital. Electric vehicles may eventually comprise part of the
majority instead of the minority, and the ability to stand apart solely through use of an electric
motor will diminish substantially. This will become especially noticeable when companies like
Tesla release lower price points for their vehicles and additional competitors enter the
marketplace. This study creates a foundation for future research surrounding the continuously
changing relationship between environmental communication, conspicuous conservation, and the
ownership of palpable goods.
Conclusion
Nissan and Tesla make a compelling case for electric vehicles as objects that help car
owners set themselves apart from the masses. Through advertisements, each company produces a
vision of the future that starts with electric cars. Nissan presents a practical electric vehicle for
everyday use. Tesla offers a luxury electric vehicle out of a utopian future. As consumers
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interpret the advertisements, they aspire to partake in conspicuous conservation by investing
economic capital into a new form of transport. Nissan and Tesla’s communication strategies
build not only distinctions in their target audiences, but also a subculture of electric car owners
as a sub-group of American car owners. Tesla currently targets the upper middle and upper
classes, while Nissan targets the middle and upper middle classes. Yet, in the context of an entire
range of classes, both electric car makers do ultimately aim at the same vicinity of class, and
their target audiences slightly overlap.
Cultural distinction occurs through individual preferences and actions, and in a society
driven by tangible objects, also through purchase decisions. As environmental awareness has
taken hold over the past half century, symbolic consumption helps display a pro-environmental
stance. Electric vehicles have become a conduit for environmental communication. By using
economic capital, consumers can increase their social and cultural capital. As signifiers of
conspicuous conservation, electric vehicles enable consumers to “buy” their way into
environmental conservation. Through electric vehicle advertising, companies have defined what
environmentalism looks like depending on class. Understanding distinctions in environmental
communication according to class remains critical as advertisers increasingly envision a future of
conspicuous conservation.
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